17th AIU Festival Day 2 (October 11th)

*Chat Cafe Sudachi Online
For parents of AIU students,
please use the meeting ID and
password written in the
newsletter to enter the Zoom
session.
*V-ACT
Every summer vacation, we visit the
Philippines to interact with local
people. V-ACT aims to think about
international cooperation while valuing
the relationship between people.

Details

Name

Time

Lucky food

10:00-22:00

We will take a survey on the AIU students' lucky food and
introduce the names and recipes!

Komachi Lobby in the world

10:00-11:00

Let's enjoy online conversation freely with a small number of
international students and experience the international side of AIU!

Chat Cafe Sudachi Online

*AIU Students' Parents Only

10:00-16:00

ZOOM conferences for parents of AIU students will
be held!

You Are the Scholar!

11:00-12:15

We will hold a mock class of environmental studies that will make you feel like
you are an AIU student!※ Advance application required

V-ACT AIU FES MEETUP

11:30-12:30

We will hold a ZOOM exchange meeting where V-ACT members
can easily discuss V-ACT activities and AIU with people inside and
outside the university!

Ms. AIU Contest 2020

12:45-14:15

The highlight of the second day, "Ms. AIU Contest 2020". …
Your vote may decide the Grand Prix…! ??

cluster Time

14:00-17:00

The virtual space cluster will be used to distribute
videos.

Aloha E Komo Mai
~Hula Dance Show~

14:30-14:45

We will be presenting hula performances!

【Reproduction】 If you cook

14:45-15:35

AIU students cook the dishes that appear in famous movies
such as Ghibli and Disney, and do food reports!

A Whole New World
~From the Musical Aladdin~

15:55-16:00

For this year's AIU festival, we decided to try a remote musical.
Even if we are far away, our hearts are still connected!

Yatose Dance Online

15:35-15:55

We will perform three songs, "The Festival", "Dancing Yosakoi
Love Japan", and "Yochore". Please try dancing together!

Magical Adventure

16:00-16:30

Sing and dance with the lost sisters and help them! Try
English, hand-washing songs, and quizzes!

Remote Cooking

16:30-17:00

Based on the encrypted ingredient list and recipe, the team
will solve the code and cook remotely with zoom!

“the food” on that movie

Platform

You Are the Scholar!

17:00-18:00

We will hold a mock class of university education that will make you feel like you are
an AIU student! *Advance application required

Komachi Lobby in the world

18:30-19:30

Let's enjoy online conversation freely with a small number of
international students and experience the international side of AIU!

AIU's All Night Nippon Radio

19:00-21:00

AIU students will answer your questions about
AIU life!

Closing Ceremony

21:00-22:00

We hold an awards ceremony and celebrate the
winners of the contest!

*Project names with a star next to it will be archived on YouTube after the AIU festival. We hope that you will enjoy them as well!
*The links to each project will be accessible from the AIU Home Page.
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